Objective: Training models are required to impart surgical skills, like wound closure techniques, prior to practice in patients. In an ideal case, the tissue characteristics of the model are close to those of humans, easy to create and of low cost. Methods: Here, we describe a model to train students in wound closure technique using conventional chicken legs obtained from the supermarket.
INTRODUCTION
Traumatic wounds or skin lacerations are among the most common injuries, occurring in people of all ages. Given this, it is rational to impart wound evaluation and closure techniques to medical undergraduate students during their surgical curriculum. Although most wounds and tissue defects heal without complication after direct suturing, some wounds require advanced techniques like Z-plasty, V-Y-plasty or an oval-shaped advancement flap to avoid hypertrophic scar formation or disturbance of primary wound healing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These advanced techniques may be used to reduce tension on the wound edges and to allow better approximation of the epidermis [1] . Models are warranted to train these surgical skills since they require accurate planning and abstract visualization of shifting and rotating the cutaneous flap. Poor surgical execution can lead to poor skin perfusion and a larger resulting cutaneous defect. Although various teaching models exist for teaching these particular skills, they differ with respect to their required expense and preparation time [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, the most important requirement of the particular model should be the ability to transfer validly and reliably [17] . Here, we introduce a new, simple and inexpensive model with this potential: to train wound closure techniques using chicken legs.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

MODEL
The model uses packed Class A chicken legs (GEKA Frisch+Frost Handels GmbH & Co. KG, Visbek, Germany) obtained from the supermarket (Aldi-Süd, Mül-heim, Germany) (4 legs = 1100 g for 2.49 €) that were stored at 4°C.
EQUIPMENT
The required equipment for training of wound closure technique are an unsterile pad (i) red and blue ink (ii) surgical instruments (forceps, scissor, needle-driver, No. 15 scalpel) and (iii) monofilament 4-0 suture material.
WOUND CLOSURE
The chicken legs were first placed on the pad in a semifrozen state at about 4°C after removal from the refrigerator. Thereafter, the simulated skin defect was drawn with red ink and the incisional lines for the particular wound closure technique with blue ink. Three different techniques were taught using one leg. The particular incisions were placed and the skin was mobilized as necessary after excision of the defect. The wound closure was completed by single sutures after rotation and swivel of the cutaneous defect.
RESULTS
The chicken leg demonstrated good tissue properties to train wound closure techniques although we acknowledge its thin cutaneous layer. There was no further preparation of the legs necessary beyond taking the chicken legs from the freezer immediately before usage. The mean weight of one leg was 275 g, which cost 0.62 € (0.78 USD). The possible usable skin size was about 134 cm 2 allowing a maximum of about 4 wound closure attempts. A demonstration of the single steps of a wound closure with a simulated defect is given in Figure 1 . Performance of a Z-plasty is shown as an example.
DISCUSSION
There are different models available to train wound closure techniques, including bench models, living animals and their limbs and organs [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The ideal model should come close to the tissue properties of humans and enable the student to transfer skills from the training environment to the patient. Most of the available training models run in workshops rather than being incorporated into a structured curriculum, which is most likely attributed to the efforts needed for preparation and expenses. Therefore, the training model should be easy to obtain and to prepare and have low costs. Finally, the training model should not be open to ethical concerns and should be harmless in terms of the trans-mission of infectious disease. Almost all bench models require some time for preparation, and the tissue condition of the form material is not similar to those of humans. The porcine digit represents one of the most frequently used models to impart wound closure techniques. However, its skin is very tough and, due to the small circumference and size of the digit, has little usable surface. Other models, using detached rat skin that was previously used for research purposes, require tremendous efforts for set-up. Using living animals for teaching wound closure which allows to see the perfusion result of the lifted flap, as advocated by one group, seems to be questionable based on ethical concerns and because of the high costs and necessary preparation time [13] . Taking this into account, chicken legs closely meet the requirements of a trainings model for teaching wound closure techniques in our hands. The model itself does not need any time for preparation and is inexpensive, at about 0.62 € (0.78 USD) for a chicken leg. The curved plane of the chicken legs allows simulation of a more challenging wound closure, where exact mobilization of the surrounding tissue is needed (as compared to the simple plane surface present in conventional bench models). The tissue condition and size are suitable for training and allowing multiple attempts. However, gentle tissue handling is required due to the thin skin of the chicken legs what need not to be a disadvantage as it also needed in surgical practice when closing wound at the patients hand or face. 
